[Delayed effects of neurotensin microinjections into the substantia nigra on conditioned motor reactions of rats with lesions to serotoninergic neurons].
Behavioral effects of neurotensin microinjections into the brain substantia nigra of rats with neurotoxic (5,7-dihydroxytryptamine) lesions of serotoninergic neurons in the dorsal raphe nucleus were studied. It was shown that neurotensin facilitated extinction of conditioned and intertrial reactions to negative (unreinforced) stimuli, but did not change the actualization of positive (with water reward) conditioned signals. Neurotensin-induced effects persisted in subsequent experiments without injections of the peptide. Neurotensin injections reduced the negative emotional states of lesioned animals in the arena during testing conditioned preference. It was concluded that the behavioral effects of neurotensin can be explained by the formation in the lesioned animals of the situational emotional state facilitating adaptive brain functions.